PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA::HYDERABAD
PRESENT: Sri. NAVIN MITTAL, I.A.S.,
COMMISSIONER

Sub:- T.E – ACCOUNTS – Release of Grants – in – Aid – Counter
Signature of Form 102 and form 103 bills – Certain instructions –
Issued – Reg.


***

ORDER:

In the orders of the Commissioner of Technical Education cited, funds
under 312 – Other Grants – in – Aid were distributed to Government
Polytechnics in the State for the 1st installment for the year 2018-19 and the
Principals of Government Polytechnics have been instructed to submit the bills at
PAO / DTO’s / STO’s concerned, duly obtaining the countersignature of the
RJDTE, Hyderabad in Form-102 and 103 bills. Accordingly, the Principals of
GPTs are presenting the Form 102 and 103 bills for countersignature of the
RJDTE as a result of which the volume of such bills for countersignature has
enormously increased even though many of the bill amounts are found to be
very small.

In the circumstances, Principals of Government Polytechnics are hereby
delegated powers to present the bills of Grants-in-aid upto Rs.1 Lakh directly to
the Treasury authorities concerned without countersignature of the RJDTE.
Further, it is directed that the Grants in Aid bill forms 102 and 103 for amounts
for more than 1 Lakh be referred to the RJDTE for countersignature.

The receipt of this Proceeding may be acknowledged.

Commissioner

To

The Principals/OSDs of Government Polytechnics in T.S.
The PAO, Hyderabad/DTOs/STOs concerned in T.S.
The Regional Joint Director of Technical Education, Hyderabad for information